We believe that people are more than robots, and
that is why - starting with window cleaning - we aim
to automate all types of works at heights.

Window cleaning has not changed
since the industry launched.
In the last 100 years, buildings have scaled dramatically in height
and window surface area. But cleaning these windows while
suspended hundreds of feet in the air poses a great risk for the
workers and the public.

OUR SERVICE
At Skyline Robotics we are dedicated to provide you with
a transparent, professional, friendly and detail oriented service.
Our full-service is performed by extensively trained technicians - and Ozmo
- who provide a premium end-to-end service.
We work on your schedule day or night, and always get the job done on
time, without putting anyone's life at risk. Ever.

FASTER

6 times faster than traditional
window cleaning

CLEANER
We provide consistent, high quality
cleaning; never missing a spot

www.skylinerobotics.com

SAFER

Supervising from above, our
operators are never left hanging

ROBOTS

Frontier technology applied
to window cleaning

TECHNOLOGY
At Skyline Robotics we understand that your building is more than just
windows; and as such, our team of engineers and architects have been
developing a unique solution for you.

meet ozmo™
The ﬁrst intelligent window
cleaning robot

Combining Artiﬁcial Intelligence and state of the art robotics and sensors,
Ozmo™ was designed to clean your building without changing or adding
any infrastructure. Ozmo™ learns your building's façade, detecting the
nuances of complex architecture in order to create the most eﬀective
cleaning path.

ENVIRONMENT
Ozmo™ cleans windows without using any chemicals and detergents
through its reverse-osmosis technology. This specialized system creates
highly puriﬁed water, free from contaminants and minerals, and dissolves
dust, oils, and stains, leaving windows spotless.

oﬃce@skylinerobotics.com
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Coming soon to

your building.

CONTACT US
The future of window cleaning is here.
Get in touch to bring Ozmo to your building!
Email: oﬃce@skylinerobotics.com

www.skylinerobotics.com
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